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Hawk u8 - GEO

The Kymeta Hawk™ u8 provides a complete connectivity solution for on-the-go communications when 
and where you need it in a single integrated platform.

Leveraging Kymeta’s revolutionary software-defined, electronic beam steering antenna technology, the 
Hawk u8 has been engineered for robust performance, class leading capabilities, and broad environmental 
specifications. The terminal includes an embedded satellite modem, and an option for a cellular modem, 
SD-WAN router, and Wi-Fi hotspot, while maintaining a low power, low profile integration for seamless 
communication on mobile platforms.

The GO configuration is easily transportable and can support communication while in the case, on the 
ground, or mounted on a vehicle for easy deployment in multiple use cases. The multi-function hardened 
case is tested to MIL- STD-810H transportation standards and comes with hardened tie-down points.

Global connectivity is available in by-the-gigabyte packages or unlimited CIR plans. The Kymeta™ Access 
application provides an intuitive user experience to interface with the Hawk u8 and the Kymeta Access 
portal data.

MAKING MOBILE GLOBAL™

DESIGNED FOR MOBILE PLATFORMS
Low profile, aerodynamic design, native DC power input, 
and new accessories simplify vehivle integration.

ALWAYS-ON CONNECTIVITY
With a multi-wan satellite and cellular configuration, the 
hybrid terminal provides communication anywhere.

CLOUD-ENABLED SOLUTIONS
Access to terminal metrics and SD-WAN, edge content, 
and connectivity management tools available via a cloud-
based portal

PORTABLE
With a reusable shipping case, the go hybrid terminal pro-
vides the fastest out-of-the-box communication 
anywhere—JUST ADD POWER.

LEO ENABLEMENT
The antenna is also designed for Ku-Band LEO constella-
tios. You can convert your Hawk u8 to LEO enablement at a 
later time.
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Technical Specification *

sales@athenatelecom.ae

* Specifications as of 16 March 2022. Subject to  
change.
** Software-controlled peak power draw. 
User-configurable to a higher threshold for very 
low-temperature operation.
*** The exact weight depends on the u8 GO 
product configuration.


